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151 that s not at all the number of essays covered in the bestselling book penned by renowned author mr s c gupta 151 essays is a complete guide to help students learn the art of
essay writing through more than 160 essays covering the panoramic view of topics on contemporary social environmental political education economic science technology
international personalities proverbial idiomatic sports and many more the book starts with a focus on developing the craft of essay writing which needs detailed knowledge of the topic
discipline of mind analytical skills to draw a conclusion rich vocabulary to express the thoughts grammatical accuracy and coherence of thoughts and ideas for contextual writing
the book is divided in 2 major parts the first part prepares you to know how of the essay writing be it understanding an essay part of an essay steps to write an effective and interesting
essay and essay sketching techniques the second part contains all the latest and updated topics from all the field of life i e gst digital india net neutrality black money drone
technology juvenile justice act 1925 social networking sites honor killing electoral reforms and indian democracy fdi effect on retail stores role of agriculture in economic reform
indian civil nuclear strategy terrorism in india it s changing face global climate change students politics right to education kalpana chawla narendra modi sunder pichai ipl sports is it
loosing it s integrity habit a good servant but a bad master communication face to face or facebook and many burning and important topics while these are important and critical topics
author has put a clear and easy language to understand vocab cards to understand difficult words latest and updated data to understand actual status essays plays an important
role in competitive exams hence it s a must have book for all aspirants a handbook for letter writing is a comprehensive exhaustive book which has been designed to help in learning the art
and techniques of writing letters the words and language that are being used while writing a letter not only shows our knowledge but also reflects our personality the present book
on letter writing has been divided into five chapters namely an introduction of letter writing informal letters formal letters reference recommendation letters and email this book
contains various types of letters personal business letters applications official letters application writing apology condolence etc the book also contains the e mailing report writing
and press release sections a simple and easy language with the latest pattern has been used in this book this book will also help you in developing the research and writing skills to
understand and make the practical use of the grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various competitive exams students preparing for various competitive exams need elucidated
grammar rules that are explained in a very easy and understandable language practical english grammar composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn english aimed at learning
and improving knowledge of grammar and its applicability in order to make the students conversant with the practical applicability of the grammar rules sentences depicting the right
usage are also given after the rules a number of solved exercises are also given after the chapters that enable the students test their acquired knowledge word powers section is a
unique feature of the book that will play a crucial role in making the students ready to face the competitions ahead this is the must have book for success in competitive exams the
comprehensive english grammar and composition is very good book for thorough preparation for the competitive exams the book covers the entire syllabus for gaining clear concepts in
english it is an excellent book for grammar practice and has many exercises and detailed explanation the book is very nice and explanation is very simple and good the book is very helpful
for the beginners also since it gives detailed explanations of the different concepts of english grammar shakespeare studies in colonial bengal the early phase represents an important
direction in the area of historical research on the role of english education in india particularly with regards to shakespeare studies at the hindu college the first native college of
european education in calcutta the capital city of british india during the nineteenth century focusing on the developments that led to the introduction of english education in india dr
dahiya s book highlights the pioneering role that the eminent shakespeare teachers at hindu college namely henry derozio d l richardson and h m percival played in accelerating the
movement of the bengal renaissance drawing on available information about colonial bengal the book exposes both the angular interpretations of shakespeare by fanatical scholars on
both sides of the cultural divide and the serious limitations of the present day reductive theory of postcolonialism emphasizing how in both cases such interpretations led to distorted
readings of shakespeare offering a comprehensive account of how english education in india came to be introduced in an atmosphere of clashing ideas and conflicting interests emanating
from various forces at work in the early nineteenth century shakespeare studies in colonial bengal places in a normative perspective the part played by each major actor in this highly
contested historical context including the christian missionaries british orientalists macaulay s minute the secular duo of rammohan roy and david hare and above all the shakespeare
teachers at hindu college the first native institution of european education in india this monograph purports to provide a solution to semantical paradoxes like the liar the authors
base this solution on j l austin s idea of truth which is fundamental to situation semantics they compare two models of language propositions and truth one based on russell and the
other on austin as they bear on the liar paradox in russell s view a sentence expresses a proposition which is true or not according to austin however there is always a contextual
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parameter the situation the sentence is about that comes between the sentence and proposition the austinian perspective proves to have fruitful applications to the analysis of semantic
paradox the authors show that on this account the liar is a genuine diagonal argument this argument can be shown to have profound consequences for our understanding of some of
the most basic semantical mechanisms at work in our language jon barwise is with john perry a co founder of the centre for the study of language and information at stanford the
essays included in this volume focus on conventional war on land sea and air fought by the states of south asia and their impact on the host societies and economies the authors are
drawn from academia and the military in india and pakistan as well as from outside the subcontinent in order to give a wide perspective in the introduction the editors describe the
changing contours of warfare in south asia and the similarities and dissimilarities with warfare in the middle east and south east asia the volume highlights the influence of extra
regional powers like china russia and the us in providing arms munitions and shaping the texture of military doctrines and force structures of the south asian powers this collection of
essays examines the history of cotton textiles at a global level over the period 1200 1850 it provides new answers to two questions what is it about cotton that made it the
paradigmatic first global commodity and second why did cotton industries in different parts of the world follow different paths of development during a nine day period every autumn
hindus in india and throughout the world worship the great goddess durg� the formidable deity who is loved like a mother one of the most dramatic and popular of these celebrations is
the durg� p�j� a rite noted for its visual pageantry ritual complexity and communal participation in this book hillary peter rodrigues describes the bengali style of durg� p�j�
practiced in the sacred city of banaras from beginning to end a romanization of the sanskrit litany is included along with an english translation in addition to the liturgical description
rodrigues provides information on the rite s component elements and mythic aspects there are interpretive sections on puja the great goddess women s roles in the ritual and the socio
cultural functions of the ritual rodrigues maintains that the durg� p�j� is a rite of cosmic rejuvenation of empowerment at both the personal and social levels and a rite that
orchestrates manifestations of the feminine both divine and human matthew woodcock provides a survey of the critical responses to this popular play as well as the key debates and
developments from the seventeenth century to the present day leading the reader through material chronologically the guide summarises and assesses key interpretations setting them in
their intellectual and historical context pratiyogita darpan monthly magazine is india s largest read general knowledge and current affairs magazine pratiyogita darpan english monthly
magazine is known for quality content on general knowledge and current affairs topics ranging from national and international news issues personality development interviews of
examination toppers articles write up on topics like career economy history public administration geography polity social environment scientific legal etc solved papers of various
examinations essay and debate contest quiz and knowledge testing features are covered every month in this magazine �������� ���� punjab national bank which is going to complete
128 years in the service of nation is the largest bank in the country after sbi success of any bank is a result of the leadership provided by the top management of the bank and the
commitment of its work force pnb was fortunate to have a strong successive leadership and equally committed work force the book pnb 128 bharose ka prateek is a compendium of 128
plus articles penned by 128 veterans including 70 cmds eds gms of punjab national bank on subjects ranging from vision statements of the top leadership from time to time and their
translation into visible impact on the ground through the unique training and mentoring programs personal anecdotes comprising of various success stories situations requiring deft
handling but with a human touch of out of the box thinking of sourcing and pooling together the vast experience one has acquired to deal with a given situation managing risk it and
directing all efforts in positioning the bank second to none each tale told emanates from one s own experience that happened years ago but the expression is testimony of the simplicity
and honesty of purpose each writer prides in private all these articles taken together is a treatise in practical bank management which transcend the curriculum of a b school this book
is a must read for the present generation of bankers seeking solution to day to day issues since the basics of banking remain the same while the age old value system is non negotiable past
bankers can also relish the book while identifying themselves with the era gone by includes entries for maps and atlases to understand and make the practical use of the grammatical
rules is a challenge poised at various competitive exams students preparing for various competitive exams need elucidated grammar rules that are explained in a very easy and
understandable language practical english grammar composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn english aimed at learning and improving knowledge of grammar and its
applicability in order to make the students conversant with the practical applicability of the grammar rules sentences depicting the right usage are also given after the rules a number
of solved exercises are also given after the chapters that enable the students test their acquired knowledge word powers section is a unique feature of the book that will play a
crucial role in making the students ready to face the competitions ahead table of contentto understand and make the practical use of the grammatical rules is a challenge poised at
various competitive exams students preparing for various competitive exams need elucidated grammar rules that are explained in a very easy and understandable language practical
english grammar composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn english aimed at learning and improving knowledge of grammar and its applicability in order to make the students
conversant with the practical applicability of the grammar rules sentences depicting the right usage are also given after the rules nowadays english language section is asked in almost
all competitive and recruitment examinations like ssc banking cds state level pscs etc otherwise too being proficient in english is necessary in this fast modernizing world this book has
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been designed to act as a comprehensive guide to learning english grammar composition the present book for english grammar composition has been divided into 69 chapters covering
articles noun pronoun adverbs participle gerund preposition conjunctions transformation of sentences question tag question framing formation of words spelling rules phrasel verbs
idioms phrases spotting the errors word power synonyms antonyms homonyms heteronyms palindromes pangrams foreign words group terms choosing appropriate words words used as
different parts of speech young ones of animals paragraph writing letter writing report writing comprehension etc the book contains approximately 10 000 sentences 7000 solved
questions 7000 knowledge words and 550 solved exercises covering the minute concepts of english grammar composition the book also contains tricks and techniques for solving
various kinds of questions this book will prove to be highly useful for hindi language students as the book contains ample theoretical content as well as number of solved questions it
for sure will help aspirants succeed in learning and writing english proficiently english is globally recognized language for cross border business communication as a dominant business
language fluency and expertise in the language can help you build great opportunities of professional growth the paper of english language usually contains questions relating to
grammatical concepts word power and compositional english in almost all competitive examinations like bank po bank clerical cds nda railways etc the book of general english includes
over 600 practice exercises and 10 000 words sentences structures for all competitive exams divided in 32 chapters each chapter comprehensively contains short synopsis detailed
description of important rules and enough practice exercises almost all types of objective questions and previous years questions that appear in competitive examinations have been
compiled together to help the candidates in understanding the rationale behind the answers table of contentspotting the errors phrase substitution and sentence improvement ordering of
sentences ordering of words rearranging the sentence cloze test passages choosing appropriate words double blanks in a sentence related pair of words synonyms antonyms idioms and
phrases homonyms phrasal verbs comprehension tense forms of verbs modals subject verb agreement non finites noun pronoun articles preposition conjunction adjectives and determiners
adverbs question tags conditionals un english and superfluous expressions reported speech direct indirect narrations active passive this volume using intercultural weddings as its
focus examines what occurs when the signs codes of different cultures come into contact influence one another for scholars advanced level students of interpersonal nonverbal
intercultural comm includes list of books indexed published also separately indian writing in english especially fiction continues to capture the attention of readers all over the english
speaking world conversely the strong and flourishing tradition of poetry in english from india has not impacted the contemporary world in the same manner as the fiction this book
creates a debate to highlight the well grounded and confident tradition of indian poetry in english which began almost two hundred years ago with the advent of the british individual
essays on poets before and since the indian independence focus on the poetry of derozio tagore aurobindo and naidu right down to the modern and contemporary poets like ezekiel
mahapatra ramanujan kolatkar das moraes daruwalla de souza jussawalla and patel who ushered in a change both in terms of subject matter and style on either side of the atlantic
this book which includes a substantial introduction select bibliography and index is of value to scholars teachers and researchers on indian poetry in english from plassey to partition
is an eminently readable account of the emergence of india as a nation it covers about two hundred years of political and socio economic turbulence of particular interest to the
contemporary reader will be sections such as early nationalism discontent and dissension many voices of a nation and freedom with partition on the one hand it converses with students
of indian history and on the other it engages general and curious readers few books on this crucial period of history have captured the rhythms of india s polyphonic nationalism as from
plassey to partition
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151 Essays 2019-06-04

151 that s not at all the number of essays covered in the bestselling book penned by renowned author mr s c gupta 151 essays is a complete guide to help students learn the art of
essay writing through more than 160 essays covering the panoramic view of topics on contemporary social environmental political education economic science technology
international personalities proverbial idiomatic sports and many more the book starts with a focus on developing the craft of essay writing which needs detailed knowledge of the topic
discipline of mind analytical skills to draw a conclusion rich vocabulary to express the thoughts grammatical accuracy and coherence of thoughts and ideas for contextual writing
the book is divided in 2 major parts the first part prepares you to know how of the essay writing be it understanding an essay part of an essay steps to write an effective and interesting
essay and essay sketching techniques the second part contains all the latest and updated topics from all the field of life i e gst digital india net neutrality black money drone
technology juvenile justice act 1925 social networking sites honor killing electoral reforms and indian democracy fdi effect on retail stores role of agriculture in economic reform
indian civil nuclear strategy terrorism in india it s changing face global climate change students politics right to education kalpana chawla narendra modi sunder pichai ipl sports is it
loosing it s integrity habit a good servant but a bad master communication face to face or facebook and many burning and important topics while these are important and critical topics
author has put a clear and easy language to understand vocab cards to understand difficult words latest and updated data to understand actual status essays plays an important
role in competitive exams hence it s a must have book for all aspirants

Learn English Series - 151 Essays 2018-04-20

a handbook for letter writing is a comprehensive exhaustive book which has been designed to help in learning the art and techniques of writing letters the words and language that are
being used while writing a letter not only shows our knowledge but also reflects our personality the present book on letter writing has been divided into five chapters namely an
introduction of letter writing informal letters formal letters reference recommendation letters and email this book contains various types of letters personal business letters
applications official letters application writing apology condolence etc the book also contains the e mailing report writing and press release sections a simple and easy language with
the latest pattern has been used in this book this book will also help you in developing the research and writing skills

A Handbook for Letter Writing 2018-04-20

to understand and make the practical use of the grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various competitive exams students preparing for various competitive exams need elucidated
grammar rules that are explained in a very easy and understandable language practical english grammar composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn english aimed at learning
and improving knowledge of grammar and its applicability in order to make the students conversant with the practical applicability of the grammar rules sentences depicting the right
usage are also given after the rules a number of solved exercises are also given after the chapters that enable the students test their acquired knowledge word powers section is a
unique feature of the book that will play a crucial role in making the students ready to face the competitions ahead

Practical English Grammar & Composition 2018-04-20

this is the must have book for success in competitive exams the comprehensive english grammar and composition is very good book for thorough preparation for the competitive exams the
book covers the entire syllabus for gaining clear concepts in english it is an excellent book for grammar practice and has many exercises and detailed explanation the book is very nice and
explanation is very simple and good the book is very helpful for the beginners also since it gives detailed explanations of the different concepts of english grammar
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Comprehensive English Grammar & Composition 1972

shakespeare studies in colonial bengal the early phase represents an important direction in the area of historical research on the role of english education in india particularly with
regards to shakespeare studies at the hindu college the first native college of european education in calcutta the capital city of british india during the nineteenth century focusing on
the developments that led to the introduction of english education in india dr dahiya s book highlights the pioneering role that the eminent shakespeare teachers at hindu college namely
henry derozio d l richardson and h m percival played in accelerating the movement of the bengal renaissance drawing on available information about colonial bengal the book exposes
both the angular interpretations of shakespeare by fanatical scholars on both sides of the cultural divide and the serious limitations of the present day reductive theory of
postcolonialism emphasizing how in both cases such interpretations led to distorted readings of shakespeare offering a comprehensive account of how english education in india came to be
introduced in an atmosphere of clashing ideas and conflicting interests emanating from various forces at work in the early nineteenth century shakespeare studies in colonial bengal
places in a normative perspective the part played by each major actor in this highly contested historical context including the christian missionaries british orientalists macaulay s
minute the secular duo of rammohan roy and david hare and above all the shakespeare teachers at hindu college the first native institution of european education in india

University of California Union Catalog of Monographs Cataloged by the Nine Campuses from 1963 Through 1967:
Subjects 1986

this monograph purports to provide a solution to semantical paradoxes like the liar the authors base this solution on j l austin s idea of truth which is fundamental to situation
semantics they compare two models of language propositions and truth one based on russell and the other on austin as they bear on the liar paradox in russell s view a sentence
expresses a proposition which is true or not according to austin however there is always a contextual parameter the situation the sentence is about that comes between the sentence
and proposition the austinian perspective proves to have fruitful applications to the analysis of semantic paradox the authors show that on this account the liar is a genuine
diagonal argument this argument can be shown to have profound consequences for our understanding of some of the most basic semantical mechanisms at work in our language jon
barwise is with john perry a co founder of the centre for the study of language and information at stanford

Indian Book Industry 2003-10-01

the essays included in this volume focus on conventional war on land sea and air fought by the states of south asia and their impact on the host societies and economies the authors
are drawn from academia and the military in india and pakistan as well as from outside the subcontinent in order to give a wide perspective in the introduction the editors describe the
changing contours of warfare in south asia and the similarities and dissimilarities with warfare in the middle east and south east asia the volume highlights the influence of extra
regional powers like china russia and the us in providing arms munitions and shaping the texture of military doctrines and force structures of the south asian powers

The Sterling Book Of Paragraph To Essay Writing 2014-07-03

this collection of essays examines the history of cotton textiles at a global level over the period 1200 1850 it provides new answers to two questions what is it about cotton
that made it the paradigmatic first global commodity and second why did cotton industries in different parts of the world follow different paths of development
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Shakespeare Studies in Colonial Bengal 1987-06-25

during a nine day period every autumn hindus in india and throughout the world worship the great goddess durg� the formidable deity who is loved like a mother one of the most dramatic
and popular of these celebrations is the durg� p�j� a rite noted for its visual pageantry ritual complexity and communal participation in this book hillary peter rodrigues describes the
bengali style of durg� p�j� practiced in the sacred city of banaras from beginning to end a romanization of the sanskrit litany is included along with an english translation in addition to
the liturgical description rodrigues provides information on the rite s component elements and mythic aspects there are interpretive sections on puja the great goddess women s roles in
the ritual and the socio cultural functions of the ritual rodrigues maintains that the durg� p�j� is a rite of cosmic rejuvenation of empowerment at both the personal and social levels
and a rite that orchestrates manifestations of the feminine both divine and human

The Liar:An Essay on Truth and Circularity 1985

matthew woodcock provides a survey of the critical responses to this popular play as well as the key debates and developments from the seventeenth century to the present day
leading the reader through material chronologically the guide summarises and assesses key interpretations setting them in their intellectual and historical context

The Indian Literary Review 2017-03-02

pratiyogita darpan monthly magazine is india s largest read general knowledge and current affairs magazine pratiyogita darpan english monthly magazine is known for quality content on
general knowledge and current affairs topics ranging from national and international news issues personality development interviews of examination toppers articles write up on topics
like career economy history public administration geography polity social environment scientific legal etc solved papers of various examinations essay and debate contest quiz and
knowledge testing features are covered every month in this magazine

Conventional Warfare in South Asia, 1947 to the Present 1972

�������� ����

University of California Union Catalog of Monographs Cataloged by the Nine Campuses from 1963 Through 1967:
Authors & titles 1907

punjab national bank which is going to complete 128 years in the service of nation is the largest bank in the country after sbi success of any bank is a result of the leadership provided
by the top management of the bank and the commitment of its work force pnb was fortunate to have a strong successive leadership and equally committed work force the book pnb 128
bharose ka prateek is a compendium of 128 plus articles penned by 128 veterans including 70 cmds eds gms of punjab national bank on subjects ranging from vision statements of the top
leadership from time to time and their translation into visible impact on the ground through the unique training and mentoring programs personal anecdotes comprising of various success
stories situations requiring deft handling but with a human touch of out of the box thinking of sourcing and pooling together the vast experience one has acquired to deal with a given
situation managing risk it and directing all efforts in positioning the bank second to none each tale told emanates from one s own experience that happened years ago but the expression is
testimony of the simplicity and honesty of purpose each writer prides in private all these articles taken together is a treatise in practical bank management which transcend the
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curriculum of a b school this book is a must read for the present generation of bankers seeking solution to day to day issues since the basics of banking remain the same while the age old
value system is non negotiable past bankers can also relish the book while identifying themselves with the era gone by

The Dawn and Dawn Society's Magazine 2011-09-22

includes entries for maps and atlases

The Spinning World 2012-02-01

to understand and make the practical use of the grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various competitive exams students preparing for various competitive exams need elucidated
grammar rules that are explained in a very easy and understandable language practical english grammar composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn english aimed at learning
and improving knowledge of grammar and its applicability in order to make the students conversant with the practical applicability of the grammar rules sentences depicting the right
usage are also given after the rules a number of solved exercises are also given after the chapters that enable the students test their acquired knowledge word powers section is a
unique feature of the book that will play a crucial role in making the students ready to face the competitions ahead table of contentto understand and make the practical use of the
grammatical rules is a challenge poised at various competitive exams students preparing for various competitive exams need elucidated grammar rules that are explained in a very easy
and understandable language practical english grammar composition is the hand book and an easy guide to learn english aimed at learning and improving knowledge of grammar and its
applicability in order to make the students conversant with the practical applicability of the grammar rules sentences depicting the right usage are also given after the rules

Ritual Worship of the Great Goddess 1998

nowadays english language section is asked in almost all competitive and recruitment examinations like ssc banking cds state level pscs etc otherwise too being proficient in english is
necessary in this fast modernizing world this book has been designed to act as a comprehensive guide to learning english grammar composition the present book for english grammar
composition has been divided into 69 chapters covering articles noun pronoun adverbs participle gerund preposition conjunctions transformation of sentences question tag question
framing formation of words spelling rules phrasel verbs idioms phrases spotting the errors word power synonyms antonyms homonyms heteronyms palindromes pangrams foreign words
group terms choosing appropriate words words used as different parts of speech young ones of animals paragraph writing letter writing report writing comprehension etc the book
contains approximately 10 000 sentences 7000 solved questions 7000 knowledge words and 550 solved exercises covering the minute concepts of english grammar composition the
book also contains tricks and techniques for solving various kinds of questions this book will prove to be highly useful for hindi language students as the book contains ample
theoretical content as well as number of solved questions it for sure will help aspirants succeed in learning and writing english proficiently

International Books in Print 1972

english is globally recognized language for cross border business communication as a dominant business language fluency and expertise in the language can help you build great
opportunities of professional growth the paper of english language usually contains questions relating to grammatical concepts word power and compositional english in almost all
competitive examinations like bank po bank clerical cds nda railways etc the book of general english includes over 600 practice exercises and 10 000 words sentences structures for
all competitive exams divided in 32 chapters each chapter comprehensively contains short synopsis detailed description of important rules and enough practice exercises almost all
types of objective questions and previous years questions that appear in competitive examinations have been compiled together to help the candidates in understanding the rationale
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behind the answers table of contentspotting the errors phrase substitution and sentence improvement ordering of sentences ordering of words rearranging the sentence cloze test
passages choosing appropriate words double blanks in a sentence related pair of words synonyms antonyms idioms and phrases homonyms phrasal verbs comprehension tense forms of
verbs modals subject verb agreement non finites noun pronoun articles preposition conjunction adjectives and determiners adverbs question tags conditionals un english and superfluous
expressions reported speech direct indirect narrations active passive

All India Educational Directory 2008-06-25

this volume using intercultural weddings as its focus examines what occurs when the signs codes of different cultures come into contact influence one another for scholars advanced
level students of interpersonal nonverbal intercultural comm

Shakespeare - Henry V 2003

includes list of books indexed published also separately

Indian Books in Print 1960

indian writing in english especially fiction continues to capture the attention of readers all over the english speaking world conversely the strong and flourishing tradition of poetry in
english from india has not impacted the contemporary world in the same manner as the fiction this book creates a debate to highlight the well grounded and confident tradition of indian
poetry in english which began almost two hundred years ago with the advent of the british individual essays on poets before and since the indian independence focus on the poetry of
derozio tagore aurobindo and naidu right down to the modern and contemporary poets like ezekiel mahapatra ramanujan kolatkar das moraes daruwalla de souza jussawalla and patel
who ushered in a change both in terms of subject matter and style on either side of the atlantic this book which includes a substantial introduction select bibliography and index is of
value to scholars teachers and researchers on indian poetry in english

Impex Reference Catalogue of Indian Books 2008-07

from plassey to partition is an eminently readable account of the emergence of india as a nation it covers about two hundred years of political and socio economic turbulence of
particular interest to the contemporary reader will be sections such as early nationalism discontent and dissension many voices of a nation and freedom with partition on the one hand
it converses with students of indian history and on the other it engages general and curious readers few books on this crucial period of history have captured the rhythms of india s
polyphonic nationalism as from plassey to partition

Pratiyogita Darpan 2018-04-20
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English bhasha ke Errors, Mistakes avum Blunders se kaise bachay(E/H) 2001-08

�������� 1930

Modern Librarian 2023-04-29

PNB@128 - Bharose Ka Prateek 1981

National Union Catalog 1972

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1953

Indian Economic Review 1945

The Moving Finger 2010

Stochastic dominance in portfolio analysis and asset pricing 2018-04-20

Learn English Series Angreji Ratein Nahi ; Seekhin 60 Days' Programme Mastering English Grammar 2018-04-20
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English Grammar & Composition Very Useful for All Competitive Examinations 2016-08-06

General English for All Competitive Examinations 2002-12-18

Subject Catalog 2000

Wedding as Text 2014-01-02

Essay and General Literature Index 2004

Marginalized: Indian Poetry in English 1980

From Plassey to Partition

Library of Congress Catalogs
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